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Abstract

We analyze the taxation regimes that may emerge in a two-period dy-

namic tax competition game where a country that attracts investments

during the initial period has agglomeration advantages during the later pe-

riod. When competing countries choose taxation regimes simultaneously,

mixed taxation may arise in an equilibrium where one country adopts a

non-preferential and the other adopts a preferential taxation regime. Equi-

librium tax revenues of competing countries decrease with the increase in

agglomeration effects. Whether a country with a non-preferential or a

preferential taxation regime obtains a higher tax revenue depends criti-

cally on the extent of agglomeration effects. Moreover, whether a country

with a non-preferential or a preferential regime attracts investments dur-

ing the initial period and in turn will have agglomeration advantages dur-

ing the later period also depends on the extent of agglomeration effects.

When competing countries choose taxation regimes sequentially, a mixed

taxation regime arises, and the first mover chooses a non-preferential tax-

ation regime when the agglomeration effect is not very large. On the other

hand, when the agglomeration effect is very large, a mixed taxation regime

arises where the first mover chooses a preferential and the second mover

chooses a non-preferential regime. We provide the complete characteriza-

tion and proof of the uniqueness of the equilibrium in mixed strategies.
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1 Introduction

Countries across the world compete to attract footloose foreign capital. Large
multinationals often choose their location based on tax rebates offered by differ-
ent governments1. Authors and policymakers argue that increasingly countries
are adopting discriminating preferential taxation regimes, where they offer lower
tax rates to mobile foreign capital bases and set different (comparatively larger)
tax rates on the domestic capital bases. Competition for foreign capital results
in very low tax rates on many forms of income, and that in the literature on
”tax competition” is termed as the ”race to the bottom” effect. Justification
against zero tax rates on mobile capital is provided using the agglomeration
effect and imperfect capital mobility 2.

Various measures have been taken through supranational agencies such as
OECD to promote cooperation on international taxation and encourage coun-
tries to adopt non-preferential taxation regimes3. A non-preferential taxation
regime discourages countries from setting discriminating (preferential) tax rates
based on nationality, mobility, or different vintages of capital. Authors have
compared tax revenues under two regimes: (i) non-preferential regime where
competing countries jointly adopt non-preferential regime, and (ii) preferential
regime where countries are free to set different tax rates4. Various authors have
found rationals for countries to jointly adopt non-preferential regimes. In par-
ticular, Janeba and Peters (1999) show that a country may have an incentive
to adopt a non-preferential regime unilaterally under certain conditions. We
look at this issue in a dynamic setting when investors are large and their deci-
sion affects tax regimes and tax rates. The issue is relevant because a majority
of foreign direct investments are made by large multinationals. Moreover, the
setting also captures the case when the capital bases are infinitely elastic.

We analyze two questions in this paper: (i) the effect of agglomeration ad-
vantage on the competition for foreign capital, and (ii) the kind of taxation
regimes that may emerge when countries are free to choose either preferen-
tial or non-preferential regimes in the presence of agglomeration effects. There
are many papers that compare the tax revenues of competing countries when
countries jointly adopt non-preferential or preferential taxation regimes. While
many countries have adopted non-preferential taxation regimes5, there are many
countries that are not willing to do so. Therefore, it is important to understand
the nature of the taxation regime that emerges when countries are free to adopt

1OECD. 1997, Model Tax Convention on Income and on Capital (Paris:OECD Committee
on Fiscal Affairs)

2For a survey on capital mobility and tax competition, see Zodrow (2021). Other notable
papers on capital mobility and tax competition are; Mongrain and Wilson (2018), Haupt and
Krieger (2020), Bretschger and Hettich (202), Kishore (2019), Kishore (2018), Hendriks and
Nishimura (2021)

3See OECD (2004): The OECD’s project on harmful tax practices.
4See for example; Haupt and Peters (2005), Janeba and Peters (1999), Janeba and Smart

(2003), Keen (2001), Wilson (2005), Kishore (2019), etc.
5Incentives to adopt non-preferential or preferential taxation regimes may arise in the

absence of competition. See for example; Kishore and Roy (2014), Kishore (2017, 2021)
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taxation regimes in the presence of agglomeration advantages.
Papers on agglomeration advantage6 and tax competition are Borck and

Pflüger (2006), Baldwin and Krugman (2004), Konrad and Kovenock (2009),
and Kishore (2020). Baldwin and Krugman (2004) show that ”a race to the
bottom” may not arise with economic integration in the presence of agglom-
eration forces. Borck and Pflüger (2006) show that when the mobile factor is
completely agglomerated in one region then closer integration first results in
”race to top” in taxes before leading to ”race to the bottom.”

The literature on dynamic tax competition is relatively scarce. Notable
papers on dynamic tax competition are Konrad and Kovenock (2009), Arcalean
(2018), Haupt and Krieger (2020), King, McAfee, and Welling (1993), Kishore
(2018, 2021, 2021). Haupt and Krieger (2020) look at the case where countries
are involved in subsidy competition during the initial stage, and during the later
stage they are involved in tax competition. They find that increasing mobility
of firms leads to increasing ’net’ tax revenues. Kishore (2018) looks at a similar
problem as ours in the absence of agglomeration effects. Kishore (2021) looks at
a similar problem in the absence of agglomeration effects where the capital bases
that enter during the initial period and the later period are of different sizes. In
another paper, Kishore (2021) looks at the case where more than one investor
enter the economy during the initial stage. The main focus of the paper is the
effect of strategic interaction between large investors during the initial stage on
tax competition.

The paper that is most related to ours’ is Konrad and Kovenock (2009). In an
infinite horizon model where the invested capital depreciates completely and one
unit of capital enters the market in each period, Konrad and Kovenock (2009)
show that a country is likely to lose the agglomeration advantage. In Konrad
and Kovenock (2009), the invested capital is immobile and countries commit to
a non-preferential taxation regime during the initial period. A country that has
invested capital at the beginning of a period is likely to set a higher tax rate
on the foreign capital base. The country without having the domestic capital
competes more aggressively and attracts the foreign capital base with a higher
probability.

We consider a two-period model where a single investor (owns one unit of
capital) enters the market in each period. The capital is fully sunk once in-
vested and the country that attracts the investor during the initial period has
agglomeration advantages. In Konrad and Kovenock (2009), during the later
period countries compete over two capital bases where one of the capital bases
is perfectly immobile, and the cost of relocation of the other capital base is
country dependent. The cost of relocation to the country with the agglom-
eration advantages is zero, and the cost of relocation to the other country is
positive. In our paper, the nature of competition during the later period is
similar to Konrad and Kovenock (2009). Konrad and Kovenock (2009) look at
the competition for foreign capital when competing countries jointly adopt non-

6See Freret and Maguain (2017) for empirical evidence on the effects of agglomeration on
tax competition.
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preferential regimes for the entire duration of the game. We allow competing
countries to commit to non-preferential or preferential taxation regimes simulta-
neously (and sequentially) at the beginning of the game. Our result is similar to
Konrad and Kovenock (2009), that is, a country is likely to lose agglomeration
advantage with a high probability. Moreover, we show that mixed taxation may
arise in equilibrium where one country adopts non-preferential taxation while
the other adopts a preferential taxation regime. A mixed taxation regime may
also arises when countries choose a taxation regime sequentially rather than
simultaneously. Whether the country that moves first chooses a preferential or
a non-preferential regime depends on the extent of agglomeration effects.

2 Model

We consider two identical countries/jurisdictions indexed by i ∈ (A,B). Econ-
omy lasts for two periods, 1 and 2. Countries (A,B) compete to attract invest-
ments from outside their jurisdictions. Competing countries have no domestic
capital at the beginning of period 1. At the beginning of period 1, a single
investor (who owns a unit of capital) enter the market outside of the jurisdic-
tions of competing countries. At the beginning of period 2, an investor with
β units of capital enters the market outside of the jurisdictions of country A
and B. For simplicity, we assume that outside the two competing countries, the
return on invested capital is equal to 0. The return on investments in country
A and B is equal to 1 in each period. We assume that investments in country
A (country B) are fully sunk. At the beginning of period 1, there is no cost of
relocating to country A or country B. At the beginning of period 2, the cost
of relocation to the country that receives investments during the initial period
is zero. On the other hand, the cost of relocating to the country that does not
receive investments during the initial period is equal to F , where 0 ≤ F ≤ 1.
Konrad and Kovenock (2009) also capture agglomeration advantage in a similar
fashion. In other words, the country that receives investments during the initial
period has agglomeration advantage in attracting more investments during the
later period. We assume that competing countries cannot commit to future tax
rates. Therefore, at the beginning of each period, competing countries announce
tax rates applicable for that period.

We analyze this dynamic tax competition between two symmetric countries
when at the beginning of the game countries simultaneously choose whether to
commit to a non-preferential or a preferential regime. If a country commits
to a non-preferential taxation regime, it cannot set discriminating tax rates
depending on the origin of the capital (domestic and foreign) or capital bases
of different vintages (old investments and potential new investments). Under
a preferential taxation regime, a country is free to set different tax rates for
different capital bases. We assume that governments maximize tax revenues,
and investors maximize net returns on investments after-tax payments. We
further assume neither governments nor investors discount future income. The
stages of the game can be described as below:
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Stage 1 : Competing countries simultaneously decide whether to adopt a non-
preferential or a preferential taxation regime for the entire duration of the game.
The same is observed by governments and investors. We consider equilibria in
pure strategies at this stage of the game. In section (7) we analyze the case
when competing countries choose taxation regimes sequentially.

Stage 2 : At the beginning of period 1, competing countries simultaneously
announce the tax rates applicable in period 1. Even if a country adopts a
preferential taxation regime at the initial stage it announces a single tax rate
because there is no domestic capital base. The investors observe the prevailing
tax rates and taxation regimes, and make an investment in the country A or
country B.

Stage 3 : At the beginning of period 2, competing countries announce tax
rates applicable for period 2. If a country has domestic capital (investments from
period 1) and has a preferential taxation regime, then it announces tax rates
applicable for the domestic and foreign capital bases. A country announces a
single tax rate when it has no domestic capital (no investments during the initial
period), or it adopts a non-preferential taxation regime at the initial stage. The
new investor observes prevailing tax rates and make an investment in country
A or country B. Governments receive taxes at the end of period 2.

We look at the subgame-perfect Nash equilibrium of this three-stage dynamic
game.

3 Non-preferential Regime

In this section, we look at the case when both countries jointly adopt non-
preferential taxation regimes. First, we look at the outcome in period 2. With-
out a loss of generality, we assume that country A attracts the investor in period
1.

3.1 Non-preferential Taxation: Period Two

Let ta and tb tax rates set by country A and country B, respectively. Country B
has to undercut the tax rate of country A by a margin of F to attract the mobile
investor. The tax revenue of country A in period 2, TNP 2

a , can be represented
as:

TNP 2
a =

{

2ta, if ta ≤ tb + F

ta, if ta > tb + F
(1)

When ta ≤ tb + F , country A attracts the new investor in period 2 as well.
When country A sets ta > tb + F , country A does not attract the investor in
period 2, and it receives taxes only from the domestic capital base. The tax
revenue of country B in period 2, TNP 2

b , is represented as

TNP 2
b =

{

tb, if tb < ta − F

0, if tb ≥ ta − F
(2)
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When country B undercuts the tax rate of country A by a margin of F , it at-
tracts the new investor and receives tb. When country sets tb > ta−F then the
new investor also invests in country A. The tax revenue of country B, in this
case, is equal to zero.

Lemma 1 When both countries adopt non-preferential taxation regimes dur-
ing the initial stage of the game and F > 1/2, a pure strategy Nash equilibrium
exists. In equilibrium, country A and country B set the tax rates F and 0,
respectively. The equilibrium tax revenues of country A and country B are 2F
and 0, respectively.

When F < 1, country B can undercut the tax rate of country A by a margin
of F to attract the new investor when country A sets a tax rate greater than
F . In response, country A lowers the tax rate to attract the new investor. Let
tmin
a be the minimum tax rate country A is willing to set to attract the new
investor in period 2. If country set tmin

a and attracts the new investor then its
tax revenue is equal to (2tmin

a ). Country A can set a tax rate of 1 and extract
maximum tax revenue of 1 from the domestic capital base. Therefore, following
equality holds: 2tmin

a = 1. From the equality we have:

tmin
a =

1

2
. (3)

When F < 1/2, country B can undercut the tax rate of country A when country
A sets tmin

a . Therefore, when F ≥ 1/2, country A sets ta = 1− F and attracts
the new investor. Next, we consider the case when F < 1/2.

Lemma 2 When competing countries jointly adopt non-preferential taxation
regimes during the initial stage of the game, a pure strategy Nash equilibrium
does not exist when F < 1/2.
Proof. See Appendix.

The argument is simple. Country A lowers the tax rate to attract the new in-
vestor as long as the tax rate of country B is large enough. When the tax rate
of country B is very low then it is not beneficial for country A to further reduce
the tax rate. In this scenario, country A sets the tax rate equal to 1 and receives
taxes only from the immobile domestic capital base. Given a pure strategy Nash
equilibrium does not exist, we analyze mixed strategy Nash equilibria. Propo-
sition 1 describes the mixed strategy Nash equilibrium when F < 1/2.

Proposition 1When competing countries jointly adopt non-preferential tax-
ation regimes during the initial stage of the game, a unique mixed strategy Nash
equilibrium exists when F < 1/2. The equilibrium tax revenues of country A
and country B are 1 and ( 12 −F ), respectively. Country A randomizes over the
set [ 12 , 1]. Country B randomizes over the set [ 12 − F, 1

2 ). The distributions of
taxes over the support of country A, Fa, and country B, Fb are 1− 1

t−F ( 12 −F )

and 2− 1
t+F , respectively. There is probability mass of ma at the supremum of
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the support of country A, where ma = 1−2F
2(1−F ) . There is no probability mass over

the support of country B.
Proof. See Appendix.

The mixed strategy Nash equilibrium described in Lemma 3 has equivalents
in the literature. One can think of a Bertrand type competition between two
firms where a fraction of consumers is fully loyal to one firm, and a fraction
of consumers is partially loyal to the same firm. The other firm has no loyal
consumers. This problem is analyzed in Narasimhan (1988). In the literature on
tax competition, the equilibrium has similarity with the mixed strategy analyzed
in Konrad and Kovenock (2009). We have assumed that country A attracts the
investor in period 1. The probability mass, ma, at the supremum of the support
of country A decreases when F increases. When F is relatively large, country
B more aggressively compete to attract the new investor. In response country
A also lowers its tax rate. and The expected tax payments of an investor in
period 2 depends on Fa. Given we know the distribution function, Fa, the
density function, fa, is equal to fa ≡ 1−2F

2(t−F )2 . The expected tax payments in

period 2 when the investor invests in country A in period 1, Ea, is equal to

Ea ≡
∫ 1

1/2
tfa(dt)+ma, where ma is the probability mass at 1. Substituting for

fa and ma we obtain:

Ea =
1

2
+ (

1

2
− F )log(

1− F

1− 2F
). (4)

Figure (1) depicts Ea as a function of the agglomeration effects, F . It is in-
teresting to note that the relation between F and Ea is non-monotone. When
F = 0, the competition for the mobile foreign capital is stiff because a country
can undercut the tax rate of the competitor by a small margin to attract the
mobile investor. When F is in intermediate range, country A is less inclined to
lower the tax rate because country B has to undercut its tax rate by a discrete
margin. On the other hand, when F is large, country B sets very low tax rate
with high probability, prompting country A to lower the tax rate. Note that
when F = 1

2 , we have a pure strategy Nash equilibrium where country A sets
the tax rate of 1

2 with probability 1. This is an important observation, and
Lemma 3 describes this observation formally.

Lemma 3 When competing countries jointly adopt non-preferential regimes
during the initial stage of the game, the expected tax payment in period 2 of an
investor that invests in period 1 is a non-monotone function of the agglomer-
ation effect as long as the agglomeration effect, F , is such that, 0 ≤ F ≤ 1

2 .
Starting from the no agglomeration effect, the expected tax payment increases
with the agglomeration effect, and consequently decreases when the agglomera-
tion effect increases. When F ≥ 1

2 , the expected tax payment of the investor is
equal to the agglomeration effect, F .

Borck and Pflüger (2006) also find that when the capital is fully agglomerated
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in one region then economic integration leads to increase in tax rates before it
decreases with economic integration.

Figure 1: The expected tax payments in period 2 (Tax) for an investor from
period 1 as a function of F (agglomeration advantage)

3.2 Non-preferential Taxation: Period One

We know that when a country attracts the investor in period 1 then the tax
revenue depends on the agglomeration advantage F . The equilibrium tax rev-
enue of country i in period 2, TNP 2

i , when it attracts the investor in period 1
is

TNP 2
i =

{

2F, if F ≥ 1
2

1, if F ≤ 1
2

(5)

On the other hand, the equilibrium tax revenue of the country that does not
attract the investor in period 1 is

TNP 2
i =

{

0, if F ≥ 1
2

1
2 − F, if F ≤ 1

2

(6)

The difference in the equilibrium tax revenues of competing countries in period
2 when it attracts the investor in period 1 compared to the case when it does
not attract the investor is 2F when F ≥ 1

2 . Therefore, the minimum tax rate a
country is willing to set in period 1 is equal to −2F when F ≥ 1

2 . The gain in
period 2 from attracting the investor in period 1 is completely offset by the tax
holidays a country has to offer in period 1 to attract the investor. Therefore,
the sum of tax revenues over two periods is equal to 0 when F ≥ 1

2 .
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The difference in tax revenues of a country when it attracts the investor in
period 1 compared to the case when it does not attract the investor is equal to
1
2 +F when F ≤ 1

2 . Therefore, the minimum tax rate a country is willing to set
in period 1 is −( 12 +F ). Therefore, the sum of tax revenues over two periods is
equal to 1

2 − F . Lemma 4 describes the outcome in period 1 formally.

Lemma 4 When competing countries jointly adopt non-preferential taxa-
tion regimes during the initial stage of the game, the equilibrium tax revenues
of competing countries is equal to 0 when F ≥ 1

2 . In a unique pure strategy
Nash equilibrium, the tax rate in period 1 is equal to −2F . When F ≤ 1

2 . the
equilibrium tax revenue of competing countries is equal to 1

2 − F . The tax rate
in period 1 is equal to −( 12 + F ).

The outcome when F ≤ 1
2 is more interesting. The equilibrium tax revenue

increase when F decreases. The tax revenue in period 2 of the country that
attracts the investor in period 1 does not depend on the extent of the agglom-
eration effect. On the other hand, the tax revenue in period 2 of the country
that does not attract the investor in period 1 decreases when the agglomeration
effect increases. This leads to increase in competition to attract the investor
in period 1. This is evident from the fact that the tax holidays on offer in pe-
riod 1 increases when the extent of the agglomeration effect increases. In the
next section we look at the outcome under a mixed taxation regime, i.e., when
one country adopts a non-preferential taxation regime, and the other adopts a
preferential taxation regime.

4 Mixed Taxation Regime

Without loss of generality suppose country A adopts a non-preferential, and
country B adopts a preferential taxation regime. First, we look at the outcome
in period 2.

4.1 Mixed Taxation Regime: Period Two

The outcomes in period 2 depend on whether country A or country B attracts
the investor in period 1. When country A attracts the investor in period 1 then
the outcomes in period 2 are described by Lemmas 1-2, and Proposition 1. Now
suppose country B attracts the investor in period 1. Country B sets different
tax rates on the immobile domestic capital base, and the mobile foreign capital
base. Therefore, country B sets the tax rate of 1 on the domestic capital base,
and receives a tax revenue of 1. Country A has to undercut the tax rate of
country B by a margin of F to attract the new investor. Therefore, country B
sets a tax rate of F on the foreign capital base, and receives a tax revenue of F .
Country A sets a tax rate of 0 on the foreign capital base. Lemma 5 describes
the outcome formally.
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Lemma 5 When country A adopts a non-preferential and country B adopts
a preferential taxation regime, and country B attracts the investor in period 1,
the equilibrium tax revenues of country A and country B are 0 and 1 + F , re-
spectively. Country A sets a tax rate of 0 on the foreign capital base. Country
B sets 1 and F , respectively on the domestic and the foreign capital base.

The proof is obvious from the above discussion. Next we look at the outcome
in period 1.

4.2 Mixed Taxation Regime: Period One

First, we analyze the outcome in period 1 when F ≥ 1
2 . The tax revenues of

country A and country B are 2F and 0, respectively in period 2 when country
A attracts the investor in period 1. On the other hand, the tax revenues of
country A and country B are 0 and 1 + F respectively, when country B at-
tracts the investor in period 1. The revenue gains to country A and country
B in period 2 from attracting the investor in period 1 are 2F and 1 + F , re-
spectively. Moreover, if an investor invests in country A in period 1, the tax
it pays in period 2 is F . On the other hand, if an investor invests in country
B then the tax it pays in period 2 is 1. Therefore, country B has to undercut
the tax rate of country A by a margin of 1 − F to attract the investor. The
minimum tax rate country A is willing to set to attract the investor in period
1 is −2F . Therefore, the tax rate country B has to set to attract the investor
is −2F − (1− F ) ≡ −(1 + F ). Therefore, country A and country B set the tax
rates −2F and −(1 + F ), respectively in period 1. Irrespective of whether the
investor invests in country A or country B, the gains to competing countries in
period 2 are completely offset by tax rebates they offer in period 1.

Lemma 6 In a scenario where country A adopts a non-preferential and
country B adopts a preferential taxation regime during the initial stage of the
game, the sum of the tax revenues over two periods in equilibrium is equal to 0
when F ≥ 1

2 . Country A and country B set −2F and −(1 + F ), respectively in
period 1. The investor is indifferent between making an investment in country
A or country B.

The proof is obvious from the above discussion. Now we look at the outcomes
when F ≤ 1

2 . When country A attracts the investor in period 1, the outcome of
period 2 is described in Proposition 1. The equilibrium tax revenues of country
A and country B are 1 and ( 12 − F ), respectively. When country B attracts
the investor in period 1 then the outcome of period 2 is described in lemma 5.
The equilibrium tax revenues of country A and country B are 0 and (1 + F ),
respectively. Therefore, the revenue gains to country A and country B in period
2 from attracting the investor in period 1 are 1 and ( 12 +2F ), respectively. Note
that the revenue gain to country A is larger compared to that of country B
when F ≤ 1

4 . Moreover, if an investor invests in country A in period 1, it pays
Ea in taxes in period 2, where Ea is given by (4). Therefore, country B has to
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undercut the tax rate of country A by a margin of 1−Ea to attract the investor
in period 1. The maximum tax rebates country A and country B are willing to
offer in period 1 are 1 and (2F + 1

2 ), respectively. Therefore, country A attracts
the investor when 1 + 1 − Ea > 2F + 1

2 , and country B attracts the investor
when 1 + 1− Ea < 2F + 1

2 . Let Fmax be the value of F such that7

Dif ≡ Ea + 2F −
3

2
= 0. (7)

Figure 2: The function ”Dif” as a function of F (agglomeration advantage)

From figure (2), it is clear that Dif > 0 for F is close to 1
2 . Now we consider

two different scenarios: (i) F ≤ Fmax, (ii) F ≥ Fmax.
When F ≤ Fmax, country A attracts the investor in period 1. Country A

offers a tax holiday of amount T a
h in period 1 and attracts the investor in period

1, where

T a
h ≡ 2F +

1

2
− (1− Ea) ≡ 2F + Ea −

1

2
(8)

The equilibrium tax revenue of country A, TMa, is equal to

TMa = 1− T a
h =

3

2
− 2F − Ea. (9)

The equilibrium tax revenue of country B, TMb, is equal to 1
2 − F . From (7)

and (9), it is evident that country A attracts the investor as long as the gain
from attracting the investor in period 1 is positive. Let F ∗ be such that

7We do not solve for the exact value of F . The numerical approximation of F is approxi-
mately 0.464
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TMa =
1

2
− F (10)

, that is, the tax revenues of country A and country B are equal8. When
F ∈ (0, F ∗), country A receives a higher tax revenue compared to that of coun-
try B. When F ∈ (F ∗, Fmax), country B receives a higher tax revenue. Lemma
7 describes the outcomes formally.

Lemma 7 In a mixed taxation regime where country A adopts a non-
preferential taxation regime, and country B adopts a preferential taxation regime,
the equilibrium tax revenues of country A and country B are TMa and 1

2 − F ,
respectively when F ≤ Fmax < 1

2 . Country A offers a tax rebate of T a
h in period

1 and attracts the investor. When 0 ≤ F ≤ F ∗ country A earns a higher tax
revenue compared to country B. On the other hand, the equilibrium tax revenue
of country B is higher when F ∗ ≤ F ≤ Fmax. TMa and T a

h are given by (9) and
(8). The parameters Fmax and F ∗ are solutions of (7) and (10), respectively.

Figure 3: The tax revenues of country A (thin line) and country B as a
function of F (agglomeration advantage) under a mixed taxation regime when

F ≤ Fmax

Figure 3 depicts the equilibrium tax revenues of country A and country B. The
tax revenues of competing countries decrease when the agglomeration advantage
increases as long as F ≤ Fmax. It is worth taking note of the fact that for a
reasonable range of values of F ∈ (F ∗, Fmax), the tax revenue of the country
that does not attract the investor in period 1 is higher. If country A does
not attract the investor in period 1, it does not receive a positive tax revenue

8approximate value is 0.387
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in period 2. Therefore, country A is willing offer tax rebates in period 1 as
long as the revenue gain from doing so is strictly positive. Moreover, the tax
rebate country B is willing to offer increases when F increases. Therefore, the
tax rebate country A has to offer in period 1 increases when F increases. This
reduces the equilibrium tax revenue of country A. This may explain why United
States (USA) follows a preferential taxation regime even though most countries
in European Union (EU) follow non-preferential taxation regimes.

When F ≥ Fmax, country B (with a preferential taxation) attracts the in-
vestor in period 1. Country B undercuts the minimum tax rate country A
offers in period 1 by a margin of (1 − Ea) and attracts the investor, where
Ea is given by (4). As discussed before, the minimum tax rate country A
is willing to set in period 1 is -1. Therefore, country B sets a tax rate of
−1 − (1 − Ea) ≡ −2 + Ea in period 1. The sum of tax revenues of country B
over two periods is 1+F −2+Ea ≡ F +Ea−1. Lemma 8 describes the outcome
formally.

Lemma 8 In a scenario where country A adopts a non-preferential and coun-
try B adopts a preferential taxation regime during the initial stage of the game,
the equilibrium tax revenues of country A and country B are 0 and F +Ea − 1,
respectively. Country B offers a tax rebate of 2 − Ea in period 1 and attracts
the investor, where Ea is given by (4) .

The equilibrium tax revenue of country A when it attracts the investor and
when it does not attract the investor are equal when F + Ea − 1 = 1

2 − F , or
equivalently 2F + Ea − 3

2 = 0. Equation (7) that determine the critical value
of F is also same. Therefore, the tax revenue of country B is continuous. I do
not show it algebraically, but the graphical and numerical observations reveal
that for F ∈ (Fmax,

1
2 ), Ea is a decreasing function of F . Numerical observation

also reveals that the equilibrium tax revenue of country B decreases when F
increases9.

In the next section we analyze the outcomes when both countries jointly
adopt preferential taxation regimes, i.e., both countries set different tax rates
on the immobile domestic capital base, and the mobile foreign capital base.

5 Preferential Taxation

The outcome under the preferential taxation regime is straightforward, and we
omit the detailed discussion. The country that attracts the investor in period
1 receives 1 and F in taxes from the domestic and the foreign capital base, re-
spectively. The tax revenue of the country in period 2 that does not attract the
investor is period 1 is equal to 0. Therefore, the minimum tax rate a country
sets in period 1 to attract the investor is equal to 1 + F . The revenue gain in
period 2 is complete offset by the tax rebate a country has to offer in period

9Numerical observation shows that
d(F+Ea−1)

dF
= −1.2351 for F = 0.47
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1 to attract the investor. Therefore, the equilibrium tax revenue of competing
countries is equal to 0. Lemma 9 describes the outcome formally.

Lemma 9 When both countries adopt preferential taxation regime during
the initial stage of the game, the equilibrium tax revenue of competing countries
is equal to 0. The tax rate in period 1 is equal to −(1 + F ). The country that
attracts the investor in period 1 sets the tax rates of 1 and F , respectively on
the domestic and the foreign capital base. The country that does not receive
investments in period 1 sets the tax rate of 0 on the foreign capital base.

6 Comparison

From Lemma 4, we know that the tax revenue of competing countries is equal
to zero when both countries jointly adopt non-preferential taxation and F ≥ 1

2 .
The same is also true under mixed taxation and preferential taxation regimes
when F ≥ 1

2 . Next, we look at the more interesting case when F ≤ 1
2 . The

outcomes of the game under different choices of taxation regimes are described
in the table below.

Non-preferential Preferential
Non-preferential ( 12 − F, 1

2 − F ) (TMa,
1
2 − F )

Preferential ( 12 − F, TMa) (0, 0)

TMa is given by (9). We know that TMa ≥ 1
2 − F when F ≤ F ∗, and

TMa ≤ 1
2 − F when F ≥ F ∗, where F ∗ is described by (10). Non-preferential

taxation and mixed taxation regimes are subgame-perfect equilibria of the game.
Starting from a scenario where both countries have preferential taxation regime,
a country has an incentive to deviate and adopt a non-preferential taxation
regime. Starting from a scenario where both countries have non-preferential
regimes, a country has an incentive to convince the other country to adopt a
preferential taxation regime when the agglomeration effect is not very large, i.e.,
F ≤ F ∗. On the other hand, starting from a scenario where both countries have
non-preferential regimes, a country is worse off if the other country deviates and
adopts a preferential regime when the agglomeration effect is considerably large,
i.e., F ≥ F ∗. Proposition describes the comparison between taxation regimes
formally.

Proposition 2 Non-preferential taxation regime or mixed taxation regime
are two subgame-perfect equilibria of the game. The tax revenue of the coun-
try that adopts a preferential taxation regime in a mixed taxation regime is
equal to that a country earns when both countries adopt non-preferential tax-
ation regimes. Under a mixed taxation regime, the tax revenue of the country
with a non-preferential regime is greater than the country with a preferential tax-
ation regime when 0 < F ≤ F ∗. The opposite is true when F ∗ ≤ F ≤ 1

2 . The
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equilibrium tax revenue is equal to 0 under each taxation regime when F ≥ 1
2 .

We can relate the outcomes with present policy discussion on preferential
and non-preferential taxation regimes. Most countries in European Union (EU)
have non-preferential regimes. On the other hand, Unites States (USA) has been
following preferential taxation regimes but the latest update is that USA is also
committed to abolish preferential taxation regime10. The outcome predicts that
if the agglomeration effect is large enough, EU has an incentive to convince USA
to adopt a non-preferential regime. If agglomeration effect were not substantial,
EU would be better if USA continues to follow preferential taxation regime.
The model predicts that USA is indifferent between having a non-preferential
or a preferential regime. The outcomes also hint that the stability of taxation
regimes is not guaranteed.

7 Discussion: Sequential Model

Now we analyze the outcomes when countries choose taxation regimes sequen-
tially rather than simultaneously. First, we analyze the case when F ≤ F ∗.
Without loss of generality suppose country A is the first mover. If country A
chooses a non-preferential taxation regime, then country B is indifferent be-
tween choosing a non-preferential and a preferential taxation regime. Let’s
assume that when a country is indifferent between two taxation regimes, it
chooses a non-preferential and a preferential taxation regime with probability
P and 1−P , respectively. Therefore, the tax revenue of the first mover when it
chooses a non-preferential taxation regime is, P ( 12−F )+(1−P )TMa. Now sup-
pose country A chooses a preferential taxation regime. Country B receives TMa

and 1
2 − F , respectively when it chooses a non-preferential and a preferential

taxation regime. When F ≤ F ∗, TMa ≥ 1
2 − F . Therefore, country B chooses

a non-preferential taxation regime. Therefore, the tax revenue of country A is
1
2 − F . Note that P ( 12 − F ) + (1− P )TMa ≥ 1

2 − F when F ≤ F ∗. Therefore,
country A (the first mover) chooses a non-preferential taxation regime. The
outcome is formally described in Proposition .

Proposition 3 When countries choose taxation regimes sequentially and
F ≤ F ∗, a mixed taxation regime arises. The first mover chooses a non-
preferential regime, and the second mover chooses a preferential taxation regime.

Now we analyze the case when F ∗ ≤ F ≤ 1
2 . As before we assume country A is

the first mover. Suppose country A chooses a non-preferential taxation regime.
Irrespective of the taxation regime chosen by country B, it receives 1

2 −F in tax
revenues. Suppose country randomizes over a non-preferential and a preferential

10See the table that presents the new results on preferential regimes from the FHTP meeting
in April 2021. The report can be accessed at ”https://www.oecd.org/tax/beps/harmful-tax-
practices-peer-review-results-on-preferential-regimes.pdf”
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taxation regime with probabilities P and (1−P ), respectively. Therefore, coun-
try A receives tax revenues of 1

2 −F and TMa with probabilities P and (1−P ),
respectively. Therefore, the tax revenue of country A is P ( 12 −F )+(1−P )TMa.
Note that 1

2 − F ≥ P ( 12 − F ) + (1 − P )TMa when P > 0 and F ∗ ≤ F ≤ 1
2 .

Therefore, a mixed taxation regime arises where country A chooses a preferen-
tial, and country B chooses a non-preferential taxation regime. Proposition 4
describes the outcome formally.

Proposition 4 When countries choose taxation regimes sequentially and
F ∗ ≤ F ≤ 1

2 , a mixed taxation regime arises. The first mover chooses a prefer-
ential regime, and the second mover chooses a non-preferential taxation regime.

8 Conclusion

The paper answers a pressing question of whether a country has an incentive
to adopt a non-preferential taxation regime even when the competitor contin-
ues to adopt a preferential taxation in the presence of agglomeration effect.
We show that a country is better off having a non-preferential taxation regime
when the other country has a preferential regime. Moreover, the country with
a non-preferential taxation has no incentive to convince the other country to
co-ordinate and jointly adopt non-preferential taxation regimes as long as the
agglomeration effect is not very large. When the agglomeration effect is very
large, the country with a non-preferential taxation regime has an incentive to
convince the other country to adopt non-preferential taxation regime. In this
case, the country is not worse off from adopting a non-preferential taxation
regime. We also show that the tax revenues of competing countries decrease
when the agglomeration effect increase. In the later period of the game, the
country without the agglomeration advantage attracts investments with a pos-
itive probability. Therefore, a country can lose the agglomeration advantage.
This observation is in line with the result in Konrad and Kovenock (2009). Our
results are likely to hold in the infinite periods model as well.

Moreover, we also analyze the game when competing countries choose tax-
ation regimes sequentially rather than simultaneously. We show that a mixed
arises in the equilibrium. When the agglomeration effect is not very large, the
first mover chooses a non-preferential taxation, and the second mover chooses a
preferential taxation regime. The tax revenue of the first mover is strictly higher
than the second mover. When the agglomeration effect is very large, the first
mover chooses a preferential taxation regime, and the second mover chooses a
non-preferential taxation regime. The tax revenue of the first mover is strictly
larger than the second mover.

Under non-preferential taxation regime, the expected tax payment of an in-
vestor that invested during the initial period is a non-monotone function of
the agglomeration effect. Starting from no agglomeration effects, the expected
tax payment increases with agglomeration effect before decreasing when the
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agglomeration effect is significantly large. The equilibrium tax revenues of com-
peting countries is also a decreasing function of the agglomeration effect. This
suggests that having agglomeration effect may not be beneficial when it comes
to collecting tax revenues.
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9 Appendix

Proof of Lemma 2. Suppose the tax pair (ta, tb) is a Nash equilibrium such
that ta < F . The maximum possible tax revenue of country A for a tax pair
(ta, tb) is equal to 2F , that is strictly less than 1. Country A can set ta = 1
and obtain a tax revenue of 1. Contradicting that we have a Nash equilibrium.
Similarly, suppose that the tax pair (ta, tb) is a Nash equilibrium such that
F < ta < 1. The best response of country B is to undercut the tax rate of
country A by a margin of F . Therefore, the maximum possible tax revenue is
ta. Because ta < 1, country A does better when it sets ta = 1. Only possi-
ble Nash equilibrium is the strategy pair (1, tb), where country A sets ta = 1.
When ta = 1, the best response of country B is 1−F . Because F < 1

2 , we have
1 − F > 1

2 . Country A does better when it sets a tax rate arbitrary close to
1−F . Contradicting that we have a Nash equilibrium. This proves that a Nash
equilibrium in pure strategies does not exist. QED.

Proof of Proposition 1. First, we show that the strategies pair (Fa, Fb)
described in Lemma 3 is a mixed strategy Nash equilibrium of the game. Note
that the supremum of the support of country A is equal to 1, that is also the
maximum tax rate a country can set. Therefore, country A cannot set a tax
rate greater than 1 and do better. Country A can set the tax rate equal to
1 and obtain a tax revenue of 1 with certainty. If country A sets a tax rate,
ta, lower than

1
2 and attract the new investor with certainty, its tax revenue is

2ta, that is lower than 1 when F ≤ 1
2 . Therefore, country A cannot deviate

and do better. Similarly, we can show that country B cannot do better from a
unilateral deviation.

Now we follow Narasimhan (1988) to prove the uniqueness of the mixed
strategy Nash equilibrium. Let S∗

a and T ∗

b be equilibrium strategy sets of coun-
try A and country B described in Lemma 3. Define the strategy set S∗

b such
that S∗

b ≡ T ∗

b + F . Now, we prove Lemma 3 in steps 1-4.
Step 1. The equilibrium strategy sets S∗

a and T ∗

b are convex, or equivalently
strategy sets S∗

a and S∗

b are convex.
Proof. Note that when S∗

b is convex then T ∗

b is also convex.

First, we show that T = S∗

a∩S∗

b is convex. Let T̂ = inf(T ) and
ˆ̂
T = sup(T ).

We show that there is no hole in T , that is, there is no interval I = (T k, Th)

such that, for T̂ < T k < Th <
ˆ̂
T and for t ∈ I, t 6∈ T . This can happen when

one of the countries have the support over T and the other does not, or neither
countries has support over the interval I.

First, we show that if country A sets ta ∈ I with probability zero then so
does country B. Let t1 and t2 be defined as
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t1 ∈ S∗

a and t1 = sup(T |T < T k)

t2 ∈ S∗

a and t2 = inf(T |T > T k)

t1b = t1 − F

t2b = t2 − F

Now define Suppose country B sets a tax rate tb ∈ I, this is equivalent to
country B setting a tax rate tb − F ∈ I − F . Therefore, the tax revenue of
country B in period 2 is tb(1−Fa(tb+F )) is increasing in tb for tb−F ∈ I−F .
Therefore, country B is better off shifting the probability mass to t1.

Now consider the case when neither country is randomizing over the set I.
In this case country B is better off setting tb = t2b compared to tb = t1b . The
reason is that t2b > t1b , and at the same time country A is not randomizing over
the set. Therefore, the probability that country B undercuts the tax rate of
country A does not change. Similarly, we can show that there is no hole in
T ′ = S∗

i − S∗

i ∩ S∗

j .
This proves that S∗

a and S∗

b are convex. When S∗

b is convex, T ∗

b is also convex.

Step 2. Neither country can have a mass point anywhere other than the
supremum of its support. Moreover, only one of the countries can have a mass
point at the supremum of its support.

Proof. First, we show that country A cannot have a mass point at the interior

of its support. Let T̂a = inf(S∗

a) and
ˆ̂
Ta = sup(S∗

a). Suppose country A sets t∗a

with a probability mass of m, where T̂a < t∗a <
ˆ̂
Ta. Note that when t∗a lies in the

interior of country A’s support, then t∗a−F should lie in the interior of country
B’s support. This is evident from step 1. When t∗a − F lies in the interior of
country A’s support then t∗a − F + ǫ and t∗a − F − ǫ are also in the interior of
country B’s support. The tax revenue of country B when it sets tb = t∗a−F + ǫ
is

(t∗a − F + ǫ)(1− Fa(t
∗

a + ǫ)) (11)

The tax revenue of country B when it sets tb = t∗a − F − ǫ is

(t∗a − F − ǫ)(1− Fa(t
∗

a − ǫ)) (12)

Subtracting (11) from (12) we obtain

2ǫ− ǫ(Fa(t
∗

a + ǫ)− Fa(t
∗

a − ǫ)) + (t∗a − F )((Fa(t
∗

a + ǫ)− Fa(t
∗

a − ǫ))) (13)

The same can be simplified to

2ǫ− ǫm+ (t∗a − F )m (14)
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The value described above is greater than 0 for arbitrarily small ǫ. Therefore,
country B can do better. This contradicts that we have a mixed strategy Nash
equilibrium. Similarly, we can show that country B cannot have a mass point
at the interior of its support.

Step 3. The strategy sets S∗

a and S∗

b ≡ T ∗

b + F are identical when neither
country has a mass point, where S∗

a and T ∗

b are equilibrium strategy sets of
country A and country B, respectively. When country A has a mass point at
T̂ ≡ sup(S∗

a) of its support, country B sets T̂ − F with zero probability.
Proof. First, consider the case of no mass point. Assume to the contrary that
S∗

b ⊂ S∗

a . We know from earlier discussion that interval where country B has no
support will either be on the upper or the lower end. Suppose it lies to the upper

end. Define
ˆ̂
A = sup(S∗

a), and Â = sup(S∗

b ). Country A can move probability

mass from the set (
ˆ̂
A, Â) to

ˆ̂
A and do strictly better. This contradicts that we

have a mixed strategy Nash equilibrium. Similarly, we can show a contradiction
when country B does not have support to the lower end of country A’s support.

step 4. sup(S∗

a) = 1 and sup(T ∗

a ) = 1− F .
Proof. It is easy to argue that sup(S∗

a) = 1. Suppose to the contrary that
sup(S∗

a) = s, where s < 1. When country A sets s, country B undercuts the tax
rate of country A with probability 1. Therefore, the equilibrium tax revenue of
country A is s, that is strictly less than 1. This is a contradiction. From step
3, we know that sup(S∗

a) = sup(T ∗

b + F ). Therefore, sup(T ∗

b ) = 1− F . Hence,
proved. QED.
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